Prospect of Brain-Machine Interface in Motor Disabilities: The Future Support for Multiple Sclerosis Patient to Improve Quality of Life
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Abstract

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune neurological disorder, which has impacted health related quality of life (HRQoL) more intensively than any other neurological disorder. The approaches to improve the health standard in MS patient are still a subject of primary importance in medical practice and seek a lot of experimental exploration. The present review briefly explains the anomaly in neuron anatomy and dysfunction in signal transmission arising in the context with the chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency (CCSVI), a recent hypothesis related with MS pathophysiology. Subsequently, it insights brain-machine interface (BMI) as an alternative approach to improve the HRQoL of MS subjects. Information sources were searched from peer-reviewed data bases (Medline, BioMed Central, PubMed) and grey-literature databases for data published in 2000 or later. We also did systemic search in edited books, articles in seminar papers, reports extracted from newspapers and scientific magazines, articles accessed from internet; mostly using PubMed, Google search engine and Wikipedia. Out of approximately 178, 240 research articles obtained using selected keywords, those articles were included in the present study which addresses the latest definitions of HRQoL and latest scientific and ethical developments in the research of MS and BMI. The article presented a brief survey of CCSVI mediated MS and BMI-approach as a treatment to serve the patients suffering from disabilities as a result of MS, followed by successful precedence of BMI approach. Apart from these, the major findings of selected research articles including the development of parameters to define HRQoL, types and development of BMIs and its role in interconnecting brain with actuators, along with CCSVI being a possible cause of MS have formed the foundations to conclude the findings of the present review article. We propose a perspective BMI approach and promises it holds for future research to improve HRQoL in MS patients. In addition, we propose that brain-computer interfaces will be the core of new treatment modalities in the future for MS disabilities.
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Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune disease of the nervous system which affects the brain and the spinal cord.[1] MS is caused primarily due to the protective covering of myelin sheath surrounding the nerve cells getting scarred (hence sclerosis) or damaged; causing the nerve signals to slow down or stop.[1] Depending on the otherwise destination of the scarred nerve cell, this may lead to single or multiple deconditions including motor disabilities, speech disabilities, swallowing disabilities, visual disabilities, bladder constipation and other neuronal problems.[2,3] These deconditions hence take a toll at the patient’s physiological functions, leaving him practically dependent on family, friends and well-wishers for care and for even most basic parameters of a healthy life; viz. level of fitness, self-image, satisfaction with family-life, work, interaction with other people, social-support
and life in general. As these parameters being subjective in nature; a more objective parameter termed as quality of life (QoL) in general, or, health related quality of life (HRQoL) in specific, is coined up to analyze and study the health related effects of any medical approach toward a patient. A patient being better off or worse off in terms of HRQoL by a particular approach defines the success or failure of alternative theranostic approaches available in medical practice and the continuous development of diagnostics and therapeutic tools. This is one fact justifying the concern over QOL of MS patients. Furthermore, HRQoL has been more intensively studied in MS than in any other neurological disorder.

In present article’s framework, focus is laid on the factors suggesting the possible improvement in QoL (or HRQoL) if contribution of brain-machine interface (BMI) can be tapped to the treatment of patients suffering from motor disabilities and thus facing problems in moving their arms or legs, in walking and problems with coordination and making small movements. The aspiration with BMI finds its roots in the precedence that exemplifies their successful exploration in the past.

**Materials and Methods**

To keep updated with and to include the latest definitions of HRQoL; research developments in QoL related studies in case of MS, since January 2000 have been included for the present study. As an exception to this, such primary research articles have also been selected which have laid the foundation of BMI and those which have brought the pathogenesis of MS into light of chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency (CCSVI). On the basis of these selection criteria, 56 research articles out of 178, 240 articles obtained from PubMed, BioMed Central, MedLine and Google-search engine using keywords “HRQoL,” “MS,” “Neurodegenerative diseases,” “BMI,” “BMI in motor disabilities” and “motor prosthesis,” have been selected. Apart from these articles, reference books and 12 website resources have also been included in the present study.

**Result of the search**

The results of the search are summarized as presented in the following Table 1:

### Table 1: Result of seminal literature-survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (year)</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Challenge assessed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Romberg (2005)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Research on primary data; experimental study</td>
<td>Contribution of long-term exercise in improving functional impairment and HRQoL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell (2005)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Review and amalgamation of existing definitions and parameters for measuring HRQoL</td>
<td>Parameters to measure HRQoL in subjects with MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolelis (2006)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Types and development of brain-machine interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolelis (2009)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Experimental <em>in-vivo</em> study</td>
<td>Direct connection between brain and actuators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamboni and Singh (2009)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CCSVI as a possible cause of MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haggard (2006)</td>
<td>~56</td>
<td>Experimental <em>in vivo</em> study</td>
<td>Possibility of brain being used as fingers of the hand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HRQoL: Health related quality of life, MS: Multiple sclerosis, CCSVI: Chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency

**Anatomy of neuron/axon**

Most of the neurons consist of the cell body (or soma), the nerve fiber (or axon) and the receiving processes (or dendrites). Among these, axon is a cable like projection arising from the soma and carrying away the nerve impulses from soma to dendrites to conduct toward other neurons. Large axons acquire an insulating sheath of myelin and are known as myelinated fiber. This myelin sheath insulates and protects axons in the vertebrate nervous system. Myelinated axons conduct neural responses, also known as action potential, much more rapidly and efficiently than unmyelinated axons. Myelin is made by specialized glial cells which form myelin by wrapping their membranes around axons many times and hence that the myelin matures to form a compact sheath.

**Transmission of neuronal signal**

The myelin coating consists of small unmyelinated sections of the membrane, called nodes of Ranvier. The voltage-gated sodium ions responsible for carrying the action potential are clustered at these nodes and excluded from the myelinated internodes. The organization of myelinated axons into the different domains – short nodes with sodium channels and long myelin internodes with low membrane capacitance – allows rapid and efficient conduction of action potentials [Figure 1].

**Immunomodulation and cerebrospinal venous insufficiency: New actors in MS pathophysiology**

Main and the most commonly identified cause of MS is the disruption of myelin sheath; mainly due to attack by autoimmune system of the vertebrate. In diseases of myelin rupture, neurological dysfunction results both from impeded axonal conduction and from axonal damage that results when glial cells are lost. Lately, iron overload and oxidative stress have been demonstrated as surrounding cause, which leads to immunomodulation in chronic conditions in MS. Iron overload has been demonstrated in MS lesions, as a feature common with other neurodegenerative disorders. However, the recent description of CCSVI associated to MS, with significant anomalies in cerebral venous outflow hemodynamics, permit to propose a parallel with chronic

---

---
Abnormal cerebral venous reflux is peculiar to MS and was not found in a miscellaneous of patients affected by other neurodegenerative disorders characterized by iron stores, such as Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Several recently published cellular, radiological and histopathological studies support the hypothesis that MS progresses along the venous vasculature and oxidative stress plays a central role in this perspective. The peculiarity of CCSVI-related cerebral venous blood flow disturbances, together with the histology of the perivenous spaces and recent findings from advanced magnetic resonance imaging techniques, support the hypothesis that iron deposits in MS are a consequence of altered cerebral venous return and chronic insufficient venous drainage. The hypothesis is further corroborated by recent findings demonstrating genetic pre-disposition through polymorphisms in the genes coding for iron binding and transporting proteins in MS etiopathogenesis and custom CGH array profiling of copy number variations on chromosome 6p21.32 (HLA locus) in patients with venous malformations. An open-label study of endovascular treatment of MS patients with CCSVI through percutaneous transluminal angioplasty which is termed as “liberation therapy” has shown positively influenced clinical and QOL parameters of the associated MS compared with the preoperative assessment.

**Perspective of BMI/brain-computer interface (BCI) to improve HRQoL in MS**

A BCI or a BMI, is a direct communication pathway between the brain and an external device. BMIs are often directed at assisting, augmenting, or repairing human cognitive or sensory-motor functions. The brain signals are picked up from inside the skull using invasive methods or from the surface of the skull using non-invasive methods and passed on to a machine or prosthetic device in case of paralyzed patients or person with amputated arms or legs. These prosthetic devices decode these fed electrical signals and perform the corresponding motor function. This interface helps in understanding how the brain controls movement and thus gives rise to better medical technology for paralyzed people.
In last decade, research and advances made in BMI/BCI provide a direct interface between a brain and a machine/computer. BMI involves monitoring real-time brain activity, detecting characteristic voluntary brain pattern or brain-waves’ alterations in real-time (that the user utilizes to communicate with the outside world), an algorithm to translate these patterns of brain into a coded control to be given to a machine, feedback of the performance of the machine due to this input control signal into the brain (most commonly, by seeing the performance of the machine). This feedback to the brain helps the brain to further improve next array of brain pattern for the task on board. So strictly, a BMI must fulfill the following four criteria to function as a real-time interface between machine and brain:\cite{38,39}

1. **Direct:** The system must rely on activity recorded directly from the brain.
2. **Intentional control:** At least one recordable brain signal, which can be intentionally modulated, must provide input to the BCI (electrical potentials, magnetic fields or hemodynamic changes).
3. **Real time processing:** The signal processing must occur online and yield a communication or control signal.
4. **Feedback:** The user must obtain feedback about the success or failure of his/her efforts to communicate or control.

For practical realization of BMI approach to be successful in improving the QoL of persons suffering from motor-disabilities, in general, the approach is required to accommodate, distinguish, interpret and obey the multiple signals and their respective control for multi-movements simultaneously [Figure 3]. For example, a person should be able to not only grip and clutch an object but also to move it in the desired direction. Simultaneous commands for these simultaneous movements to be fed in the machine from the brain as an interface at input end can be tapped from specific locations (primary motor cortex, supplementary motor cortex, premotor cortex, posterior parietal cortex, secondary motor and sensory area) of the brain, which are responsible for motor-signals resulting in voluntary movements in otherwise healthy person.\cite{40} This approach results in helping alternatively a disabled person in grasping a pen and writing with it simultaneously.\cite{41-43} Successful results of multi-movements using a BMI/BCI have been reported for experiments on macaque monkeys where activities of the motor region of the animal’s brain are extracted in real-time, analyzed and interpreted by artificial neural network model, fed as input to a robotic arm to grip an object and move it in space and performance of the robotic arm was visually feedback in the brain of the monkey.\cite{16}

### Implication of BMI in MS patients

In patients with MS and other diseases of myelin, therapies which promote myelin repair might lead to clinical benefit by restoring fast axonal conduction and preventing irreversible damage to axons.\cite{44-47} However, there have been reports of failure of remyelination in different models of MS.\cite{48-50} As an alternative approach for the treatment of patients suffering from MS and resulting in inability to use their arms and legs due to no movement or movement being relatively constrained; prospects of BMI approach as mentioned above are explored here.

The added incentive for looking into BMI in the case of an MS patient lies in the fact that unlike an amputated organ say arm or leg; the mere availability of organ, although nonresponsive to otherwise voluntarily exercised control of the patient, soothes the communication between the person’s brain and corresponding organ. This communication always remains the foremost hurdle in BMI.\cite{51} which is not at all an issue in case of MS patients. It has already been possible for paralyzed patients to communicate and move around using computers that sense brain waves.\cite{52,53}

Attempts have also been made to computer-enhance the nervous system of a healthy human and to make a computer detect patterns of electrical signals, which correspond to movement and to send those signals to actuators.\cite{54-56} These models mimic the real-life behavior of neurons and the electrical messages they produce between input (such as nerve endings in the hand), brain- processing and the output from the brain (such as responding to nerve signals as an actuator giving motor-functions).\cite{57}
In case of motor-disabled MS patient incapable to use his arms/legs for daily chores and hence being totally or partly dependent on others, the actuator to be used is the patient’s own actual organ. Thus to implement this in practice, the appropriate approach lies in possibility of reverse-engineering the modus-operandi of the experiments based on nerve-computer circuit that joins single neurons and computer chips.\[58,59\] In the experimental proof of concept, the circuit was able to send a discrete signal from a computer chip to a neuron, from that neuron to second neuron in a network and from the second neuron back to the computer chip.\[58,59\] The crux of BMI implication in MS lies in inability of neurons to transmit the electrical impulses through its scarred axons.

The BMI approach has been successful to varying extents in the past in several cases.\[15-19,52-56\] Monkeys have been successfully trained to use robotic arms [Figure 4] and people have been able to successfully use simple prototypes to write short texts or control technical devices.\[55,56,61\]

An exciting achievement of BMI is reflected in the functioning of "brainfingers," where a motor-disabled patient wears a headband which detects electrical signals from the facial muscles, eye movements and brainwaves. The software decodes these signals into virtual fingers or Brainfingers, which trigger mouse and keyboard events to control third party software such as Ezkeys, Reach, IntelliTools, Dynavox Windows software, The grid, gaze talk, etc., The brain fingers solution can include head-tracking devices such as SmartNav.\[62\]

In very near future, the Brazilian world cup 2014 is expected to witness one of the at-one-time-unimaginable successes of BMI turning into reality. One of the highlights of the ceremony

---

**Figure 3:** Experimental design used to test a closed-loop control brain-machine interface for motor control in macaque monkeys: Chronically implanted microwire arrays are used to sample the extracellular activity of populations of neurons in several cortical motor regions. Linear and nonlinear real time models are used to extract various motor-control signals from the raw brain activity. The outputs of these models are used to control the movements of a robotic arm. For instance, while one model might provide a velocity signal to move the robotic arm, another model, running in parallel, might extract a force signal that can be used to allow a robot gripper to hold an object during an arm movement. Artificial visual and tactile feedback signals are used to inform the animal about the performance of a robot arm controlled by brain-derived signals. Visual feedback is provided by using a moving cursor on a video screen to inform the animal about the position of the robot arm in space. Artificial tactile and proprioceptive feedback is delivered by a series of small vibromechanical elements attached to the animal’s arm. This haptic display is used to inform the animal about the performance of the robot arm gripper (whether the gripper has encountered an object in space, or whether the gripper is applying enough force to hold a particular object). ANN, artificial neural network; LAN, local area network. Reproduced from\[16\] with permission from nature publishing group.
will see the Brazilian team walk on to the pitch, striding out behind two quadriplegic teenagers. These quadriplegic teenagers, wearing exoskeletons controlled by BMI technology are entrusted to then approach and kick the ball.[44]

**Conclusions**

The precedence of success of BMI mentioned above colors the hope of this approach to be the next therapy for MS-disabled patients to depend upon to a greater extent. To be able to live up to these expectations, some areas of BMI need to be explored further. The Machine should be able to distinguish between the signals of concern and noise-signals/evil-signals for any specific task. Hence the interface should not direct the car to run in a zig-zag manner, even if the user’s brain momentarily kids of doing so. This requires a shared – control between the user and the interfaced Machine.

As the signal transferred through BMI passes a series of algorithms and gets better after feedback, the rate of transfer of intention into action is sometimes too slow than required. Therefore, BMI performance would be particular challenging to accomplish reflexes against involuntary and nearly instantaneous movement in response to a sudden environmental stimulus. Like so to rely on BMI that it will work if accidentally some acid falls on the hand and one wants to pull his hand back at once is out of question, unless a signal can be made as quickly responsive as a central nervous system neuron (which makes us pull back our hand if touched a hot plate accidentally). In order to obtain the near natural response from practical BMIs, the otherwise hindrance would have been the stepper-motor-type performance of prosthetic device or robotic arm or leg; which is not at all required in case of MS patient as the organ itself receives the neuronal signal through the BMI. Once it gets adapted to the relation between his intentions and the device’s translation to accomplish these intentions. This claims the higher success of BMI possible in case of MS patients when compared to patients disabled due to amputation or otherwise.

This approach will enable MS patients to conduct routine activities of varying complexities by themselves. At the same time, as it will increase the HRQoL of MS patients, it promises new tools to combat the inadequacies of present medical support and hence will enrich the medical therapy as a whole by exposing the better tools to help MS patients.
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